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1 Background of the Project
1.1 Problems Identified and Immediate Remedies
Bangladesh is one of the most vulnerable countries in the face of global climate change. Resulting cyclones and
tidal surges cause drinking water bodies to become contaminated by sea water. Consequently, coastal area
inhabitants have been struck by diminishing drinking water supplies compelling people to walk on average 2-3
km for 4-5 hours for safe water. Often people turn to drinking unsafe water. Two devastating cyclones (namely
SIDR, 2007 and AILA, 2009) exacerbated the drinking water supply crisis.
In response, the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) allocated special
emergency funds to combat the negative impacts of climate change in the southern coastal areas of Bangladesh.
Subsequently, Sustainable Energy for Development (SED) project of GIZ Bangladesh started installing Solar
Photovoltaic (PV) Pumping Systems for drinking water supply in 2010. Given the success of the first year’s
programme, BMZ allocated further funds for the following years for the construction of similar systems. During
the past five years, the project has supported the construction of 122 drinking water pumps and distribution
systems and currently supplies 1.9 million litres of drinking water every day.

1.2 Limitations of Intermediary Measures and Ultimate Solution
Though the existing model has been able to ensure safe drinking water to many households who are in dire need
of water, there are few constraints this model is currently facing. The top 3 reasons that may hinder the future
continuation of the pumps are shown below:

Subsidized

Unsustainable

Unscaleable

This is an externally funded
project that runs for a limited
time period. Once the funds
are exhausted, the project
also ends

Future sustainability is not
ensured. Along with the
monthly maintenance costs,
future replacement costs also
need to be addressed

Dependency on external
subsidy makes the current
model unscaleable. New ways
of making the business model
scalable needs to be
identified

Therefore, this project requires a business model that is self-sustainable, scalable and financially viable and
affordable for the marginal poor inhabitants residing in these coastal areas. In order to do it, the way forward is
to conduct few pilot tests in the project areas with different viable business models, CBO Model, Micro Franchise
(MF) Model and the NGO Model that were mentioned in the ToR.
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2 Demonstration of the Self-sustainable Models
2.1 Objective
The objective of the pilot initiative is to: demonstrate innovative business models that ensure the continuation
of the water and sanitation services at optimal level for each technology namely (i) pond sand filter (PSF) and (ii)
underground water source and (iii) desalination units.

2.2 Scope of the Project
The scope of the demonstration project were as follows:
Scope (ref: Call for Proposal)
Identifying the most suitable ownership structure for both land and plant and formalizing the ownership of
each plant with involvement of all relevant local government agencies
Exploring different types of operational models (including CBO model, NGO model and micro-franchising
model) based on the established ownership structure
Establishing a mechanism to ensure the right pricing level to ensure the universal access of the bottom of the
pyramid as well as sustainability of the system
Innovating ways of system optimization by modifying the existing system to be a more efficient use of
resources or introduce value addition
Creating scopes to subsidize the drinking water service for poor families by introducing additional
commercial services targeting different market segments (for example- different types of water distribution
services for different types of clientele base)or infusing subsidy from external source
`

2.3 Methodology

Literature Review
and Site Selection

Business Model
Selection

Inception

Performance Review

2.3.1 Findings from Literature Review and Site Selection
As the first step, a literature review was conducted based on the consumer insights study done in 2015 to get
an idea of the underlying problems as well as the probable solutions recommended in that report. Also, the
financial model prepared along with the report was examined for better understanding of the dynamics
prevailing in the regions in order to short select the sites for demonstration purposes.
Based on the consumer study, it was concluded that it won’t be a good option to go for all the pumps under one
single market model (under supervision of private entrepreneurs/CBO/NGO) because it’s not practically feasible
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to cover such a huge area (covering all 5 districts of Khulna, Bagerhat, Satkhira, Barguna and Pirojpur) as this will
involve managerial and geographical challenges. Also, going for single pump model (one pump, one
entrepreneur/CBO/NGO) is also not feasible since it would have negative impact on financial sustainability. The
only option left was to go for clustering of pumps using shared resources (multiple pumps, single
entrepreneur/CBO/NGO) to take advantage of the economies of scale. These assumptions were based on the
calculated revenue and NPV for an individual PSF based pump which has been used the most (85 out of 122)
among the 3 technologies (PSF, Ground Water & Desalination). [ref: A Tale of Water and the Sun, 2015]
This study also recommended the following combinations for clustering pumps for demonstration:
Technology
PSF
GW
Desalination

CBO Model
MF Model
NGO Model
2
4
5
1
4
4
Since there are only 2 pumps, and these require exceptionally
high initial capital expenditure. Therefore, NPV is always
negative for any of these two pumps if initial Capital
expenditure is taken into account. So, the initial expenditure
has to be subsidized if this has to be sustainable.

However, the Call for Proposal for the demonstration project didn’t take this consideration into account and
prescribed to demonstrate the pilot in 9 sites consisting of at least 3 PSF sites, 3 GW sites and 2 desalination
sites, most of which are new establishments.
Therefore, based on several discussions held with GIZ management, it was decided to demonstrate the pilot
program in 4 districts: Khulna, Satkhira, Bagerhat and Gopalganj and exclude Pirojpur and Barguna using the
following business models:
Business
Models
MF-Basic
MFDifferentiated
Target Group
MF-Bundled
Product/
Service
NGO
CBO

Satkhira

PSF + GW

No. of
Pumps
2

Desalination

1



PSF/GW + Desalination

2



PSF + GW
PSF + GW

2
2
9

Bagerhat

Khulna

Gopalganj






Technology

Total

2.3.2 Brief Explanations of Business Models Selected for Demonstration
Micro-franchising Model
Micro-franchising is a business model that can easily be applied using proven marketing and operational
concepts of traditional franchising, to small businesses operating locally. The concept is the micro-entrepreneur
will be given complete guideline to run the pump operations, he will have the responsibility to collect the
subscription fees, bear the expenditures for regular administrative, maintenance and repair works and create a
fund for major overhauling expenditures in future.
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A simple tweak in the model will involve the micro-entrepreneur selling water to two different target customers
with contrasting purchasing power – one in the urban or peri-urban area at premium price who have higher
purchasing power and and the other in the rural area at a subsidized price, to people living in the affected regions
who have much lower purchasing power. This variant is called differentiated target group model.
Another modification in the micro-franchising model can be bundling of multiple services/products for the
beneficiaries of the pump. At one hand, the entrepreneur will supply fresh drinking water while at the same
time, he may operate a small shop where beneficiaries may buy different grocery/stationery products or charge
their mobile phone’s batteries using the solar power.
Together, these two variants of micro-franchising is called cross-fertilization model.
NGO and CBO Models
NGO and CBO models are similar to the micro-franchising model – the only difference is that these models are
run by either a Non-government Organization (NGO) or a Community Based Organization (CBO – usually a local
water committee whose Chairman plays the role of the entrepreneur). However, both micro-franchise and NGO
model involve a third party and the revenues are split into two halves (one for the fund and the other is the
profit for the micro-entrepreneur or the NGO). But, in CBO model, all the revenues are kept with the bank
account maintained by the local committee.
The locations were pre-selected from GIZ management as follows:
Bus Model
MF - Cross
Fertilization
NGO
CBO

Technology
PSF
Desalination
GW
Desalination
PSF

Location (no. of pumps)
Chandpai (1) and Sonaitola (2), Mongla, Bagerhat
Tungipara, Gopalganj
Munshiganj, Shyamnagar, Satkhira
Tetulia, Rampal, Bagerhat
Banishanta, Dacope, Khulna
Total

No. of Pump
3
1
3
1
1
9

2.3.3 NGO/CBO/MF Selection Criteria and Recruitment
Following criteria were followed in selecting the partner in the demonstration phase:
Sl
1

Selection Criteria
Location

2

Experience

3

Human Resource

4

Official Setup

© LightCastle Partners

Specifics
The private entrepreneur or the NGO has to be local or their local operations
are run by people from the localities. He/she should be regarded as an honored
person in his/her locality and be able to influence the local inhabitants and
resolve any disputes.
The private entrepreneur or the NGO have to have at least 2 years of
experience in similar sector/business or in supply chain/logistics/distribution
businesses.
The candidate/applicant should have sufficient man power to conduct day-today operations or be able to recruit as and when required.
The candidate/applicant should have an official setup for his/her existing
businesses or be able to setup one as and when required.
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5

Moral Ethics

6

Proof of Business

7

Financial Strength

8

CBOs

The candidate or the applicant has to have a clean profile with no criminal
record
The applicant/candidate should be able to submit the required legal, financial
and other documents and licenses.
The applicant/candidate should be able to demonstrate strong financial backup
should any emergency arises during operations.
For selecting places where CBO models can work, there has to be an active and
effective Union Parishad in place. The UP chairman has to be enthusiastic and
locally an honorable figure who can form a monitoring committee including
other local influential figures to ensure proper maintenance and supervision of
the pump facilities

Some of the criteria were to be waived for exceptional candidates having vast experiences or large distribution
businesses or for those who are regarded honorable persons in the locality – subject to discretion of both GIZ
and LightCastle’s authority.
Following persons were short selected and recruited as partners in the demonstration phase:
Bus Model
MF - Cross Fertilization
NGO
CBO

© LightCastle Partners

Name
Mr. Akhtar Hossain (Bagerhat)
Mr. Aslam Sheikh (Tungipara)
Uttaran (Satkhira and Bagerhat)
Mrs. Basanti (Dacope)
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3 Project Scope Check
3.1 Identifying Suitable Ownership Structure for Land and Plant
When the plants were constructed, two types of lands were used – private and government. Government lands
that were used are either owned by the respective Union or Upazila Parishad authorities. Private lands were
leased in. Therefore, the major problems lie with these private lands’ ownerships but to solve this, we need to
look into on a case by case basis.
a.

Tetulia Desalination Pump Site, Rampal, Bagerhat
-

Tetulia pump site has been constructed on a private land jointly owned by Mr. Shwapan Mondol and
Mr. Abul Hossain. While constructing, the land was leased in from Mr. Shwapan Mondol but later he
sold a portion of the land to Mr. Abul Hossain. There is still some dispute over the land between these
two persons. The lease period is up to 2021. Therefore, there lies some confusion as to what will happen
after the lease contract expires – whether Mr. Abul Hossain will still agree to renew the contract or not.

-

From the above circumstances, it is clear that leasing in, be it long term or short term, is not a
sustainable solution as the owner of the land will have the full right not to renew the contract after it
expires. Therefore, it is recommended that the land be purchased at the market price from the owner
or the owners.

-

It is recommended that the land is purchased by the local government authorities. These authorities
can be either the Union Parishad or Upazila Parishad or Zila Parishad. Respective chairmen or the
Upazila Nirbahi Officer (UNO) can be the primary contact points who will then have to liaise with the
relevant ministries for necessary approvals including budget.

-

It is going to be difficult for these govt. officials and political figures to fund the purchase unless and
until there is advocacy from GIZ to convince the upper management in the administrations. Therefore,
GIZ’s top management is suggested to have discussions with SREDA and relevant ministries to arrange
the funding.

-

The ownership of the plant should be with the Upazila Parishad under direct supervision of the Upazila
Nirbahi Officer (UNO) as these are very remote rural areas where DPHE [the primary local government
division for implementation of water supply and sanitation projects] activities are very minimal.
Management and supervision would be very challenging if this plant is not placed under UNO’s
authority. However, it is also recommended to form a water committee at the Upazila Parishad
including the presence of the Upazila Chairman as well as the respective Union Chairman.

-

The current business model (micro-franchising) will help immensely to ensure a suitable ownership
structure for both land and plant. Firstly, since the micro-entrepreneur is required to deposit a surplus
amount to the local water committee’s fund from each month’s revenue, after a reasonable amount of
time, preferably after the end of current lease period or the next one’s, the committee can purchase it
from its present owner. This will also help to resolve the dispute over the ownership of the land.

-

And since the business model requires the micro-entrepreneur to maintain the asset properly
otherwise resulting in prosecution, it makes him accountable to the local govt. administration.
Therefore, it is relatively more secured compared to other business models.

© LightCastle Partners
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-

Also, since the micro-entrepreneur, Mr. Pronoy Baroi, is well connected with the local water
management committee as well as the local UP chairman and other government representatives, he
has the ability to influence them in favor of continuing business model and maintaining the asset. The
partial owner of the land is also the president of the local committee and the other owner used to work
in the pump site as a caretaker under Mr. Pronoy Baroi’s command. Hence, he’s in a fantastic position
to negotiate and deal with both private and govt. stakeholders and help accordingly in purchasing or
further leasing the land.

b. Tungipara Desalination Pump Site, Gopalganj

c.

-

Tungipara Desalination pump has been constructed inside Tungipara Upazila Parishad. Therefore,
there’s no confusion regarding the ownership of the land – it is government owned.

-

As far as the ownership of the plant is concerned, same recommendation holds for this site – it should
be under UNO’s authority.

-

Currently, the pump is under the UNO’s authority and he has appointed a caretaker from his office to
look after regular operations of the pump.

-

The model has a structured revenue stream with water ATMs installed at the facility under the direct
supervision of the UNO – therefore, the security of the plant is ensured.

-

This public-private partnership model is designed to sustain – however, in case it cannot meet the
budget required to overhaul the machinery and equipment in the long run, the UNO office may fund
the maintenance and repair works under the UNO’s discretions.

Narikeltola PSF Pump Site, Sonaitola, Mongla
-

Narikeltola is a guchhogram project undertaken by the Bangladesh government to rehab the victims of
the cyclones named Sidr and Aila. Therefore, there’s no issue with the land ownership since it is owned
by the government.

-

As far as the ownership of the plant is concerned, same recommendation holds for this site – it should
be under respective UNO’s authority for direct and effective supervision and management.

-

Currently, the pump is under the local water committee’s authority and they have appointed a
caretaker to look after regular operations of the pump.

-

However, since this pump site is not functioning well in terms of sustenance, the local govt.
administration i.e., the UNO office has to step up and get necessary budget approval from the
centralized authorities (relevant ministries/department) and take the responsibility to keep it
functional.

d. All the Other Pumps in Other Locations (Dacope in Khulna, Shyamnagar in Satkhira and Chadpai and
Sonaitola in Mongla)
-

Thanks to the lessons from the demonstration phase, it would be prudent enough to handover all the
plants to the local government division i.e., either Union or Upazila Parishad and to form a steering
committee comprising the respective UNO, Upazila and Union Parishad Chairmen and local members

© LightCastle Partners
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of union Parishad as well. The ownership will be with the respective offices and when the time for major
overhauling repair works comes, the office will use the funds saved from the monthly subscription fees
as well as funds available to the respective offices for implementing water supply and sanitation
projects.
-

As far as the ownership of the land is concerned for the rest of the pumps that are built on private
lands, it is recommended to procure those lands using the budget allotted to the respective
Union/Upazila or Zila Parishad.

3.2 Exploring Different Types of Operational Models
The challenge was to demonstrate successful piloting in 9 selected sites across the region covering Khulna,
Bagerhat, Satkhira and Gopalganj. However, the region covered a vast area including 4 districts – which resulted
into diversified beneficiary bases with distinguishing dynamics. Therefore, LightCastle had to follow a mix of
business models: Micro-franchise, Community Based Organization (CBO) and Non-government Organization
(NGO) models. Yet, for a variety of valid reasons including both internal and external, a lot of challenges were
faced during the demonstration phase. This made LightCastle to pivot from initial idea of 9 pilot sites to only 3
along with some minor tweaks in the business models applied.
Let’s take a look at the operational performances of the 9 sites first followed by a complete analysis of the
challenges faced and lessons learned, root causes behind them and some practical recommendations:

© LightCastle Partners
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3.2.1 Analysis of Operational Performance
We have prepared the following grid to measure the operational and technical performance of the 9 sites:

Location/Sites

Mongla,
Bagerhat
Banishanta,
Dacope,
Khulna
Munshiganj,
Shyamnagar,
Satkhira
Tetulia,
Rampal,
Bagerhat
Tungipara,
Gopalganj

Technology
Used and
No. of
Pumps

Business
Model

Major
Capital
Cost
(BDT)

Maintenance
Cost (BDT)

Water
Quality

Revenue
Generating
Strength

Interruption in
Supply

ICT Integration

Potential of
Home
Delivery

Potential of
Institutional
Sales

Very Low
(Monthly BDT
10-20)

Pipeline leaks

No

No

No

PSF (3)

MF

2,935,000

8,000-10,000

Not
saleable

PSF (1)

CBO

2,935,000

8,000-10,000

Not
saleable

Very Low
(Monthly BDT
10-20)

Pipeline leaks

No

No

No

GW (3)

NGO

2,650,000

8,000-10,000

Not
saleable

Very Low
(Monthly BDT
10-20)

Pipeline leaks

No

No

No

Saleable

No

Can be easily
integrated

Yes

Yes

Saleable

No

Water ATM (3)

Yes

Yes

Desalination
(1)

NGO

8,090,000

15,00018,000

Desalination
(1)

MF

8,090,000

15,00018,000

© LightCastle Partners

Moderate to
High (Monthly
BDT 40-100)
Moderate to
High (Monthly
BDT 40-100)
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Insights:
Based on the following grid, this can be concluded that if we consider the initial capital expenditure requirement
as well as the monthly maintenance costs, both PSF and GW pumps are more efficient. However, this has to be
kept in mind that only low CAPEX and OPEX don’t ensure sustainability. Rather, it is the strength of generating
enough revenues that ensures sustainability. In this case, both the desalination pumps have extra-ordinary
potential to offer home delivery as well as commercial delivery services which will ensure long term
sustainability of the pumps. Also, these two pumps don’t have pipeline facilities making it easier to maintain
monthly as there is no risk of leakage or any sort of damage of the pipe. Also, this has helped to install water
ATM technology in Tungipara site making it more efficient as wastage minimized. Therefore, out of these three
technologies, it is recommended to use desalination technology as it has more saleability and its water quality
is also much higher and of international standard.

3.2.2 Challenges Faced During the Demonstration Phase and Recommendations
During the demonstration phase, we faced the following challenges, recommendations of which are also
discussed in the below table:
Challenges Faced
Timing of
implementation

Political motif

Lack of business
mindset

© LightCastle Partners

Potential Reasons
Demand for supply of safe drinking water rises
with the start of the Summer season and steadily
declines as the Monsoon starts. After Monsoon
the demand again rises and this trend continues
till the Winter season begins.
The monsoon effect took over as soon as the
implementation started. This has had an adverse
impact on the demand and consumption of the
drinking water supplied from the water pumps
especially in Bagerhat and Satkhira regions
where NGO model was employed.
Union Parishad election took place right after
the project started. Therefore, the politicians
used these pumps in their election manifesto by
promising that no one has to pay for the
collection of water. This created challenges
when the operations started. Some of the
villagers even went on complaining to the UP
chairmen that they would rather leave the
villages instead of paying for the water. This case
was found extreme in the regions of Satkhira
and Mongla where both NGO and MF models
were employed.
The micro entrepreneur in Mongla and the
president of the CBO in Dacope, Khulna both
were the best picks of the lot and selected after
taking interviews of evaluating potential
candidates based on selection criteria. However,
they
lacked
the
required
business

Recommendations
The interventions should be timed
in a manner that the water supply is
available when the demand is high.
Therefore, the ideal time for starting
the implementation should be
either at the beginning of the
Summer or ending of the Monsoon.

Local politicians and administrations
should be briefed from central
authorities like relevant ministries
and departments on the project
objectives and purposes so that
cooperation and coordination can
be facilitated in the field level. In this
regard, SED team of GIZ has to play
an instrumental role.

A probable solution to the problem
might be to carefully select the
locations of the pump before
installation. From the findings it is
evident that to make the model
sustainable, we need to select at
least a peri-urban area so that it
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Beneficiary
mindset

Technical
challenges

© LightCastle Partners

professionalism when it came to operating four
pumps.
The learning from the pilot phase indicates two
very important findings: firstly, it is extremely
difficult to find seasoned entrepreneurs with
professional mindset in the areas where these
pumps have been installed since these are
located very remotely and most of the
inhabitants are deprived of quality education
and upbringing. Secondly, since most of the
beneficiaries are from pro-poor community,
these entrepreneurs face the age-old challenge
of collecting the monthly subscription fees that
will help make the pump a sustainable one.
Beneficiaries were used to receiving free service
from these pumps since the beginning of the
operation – which made them become reluctant
to pay for the service. This attitude was found
across the regions.
One of the primary reasons for this is again the
selection of locations – most of the locations
were selected based on need basis right after
two back to back cyclones (Sidr and Aila) to
mitigate the extreme condition prevailing back
then. However, appropriate consideration like
viability of sustainable business model couldn’t
be availed at that time.
Secondly, most of these beneficiaries are from
pro-poor community making them unable to pay
the subscription fee regularly. This also has
contributed largely towards their non-paying
behavior.
Service and maintenance contracts with the
vendors of most of the pumps have expired but
no initiative has been taken to renew them or go
for new contracts. Therefore, technical
maintenance has been a key challenge ever
since the beginning of the project. Four out of
nine selected pumps were out of order when the
pilot project started. These took several months
to get those pumps back to work. Also,
complaints regarding the quality of water were
lodged against two of the pumps in Mongla,
Bagerhat. These hampered the overall
operations during the project several times and
took 4-5 months to repair and bring back to the
functional state.

ensures cross-subsidization i.e., the
timely collection of minimum
monthly subscription fees from the
beneficiary households along with
large scale institutional sales at
premium prices. These institutional
sales mainly generate from sales to
tea stalls, hotels and restaurants in
nearby markets (Hat/Bazar) as well
as to factories in close by industrial
locations, if there is any.

Learnings from the pilot phase
indicate that selection of location is
the key to build and operate a
sustainable business model based
on solar powered safe drinking
water pump.
Interestingly, there are a lot of
pumps that are currently not being
used due to lack of proper
maintenance. These assets can be
repaired and relocated in areas
where there is demand for safe
drinking water and also households
have the required purchasing power
as well as there are marketplaces
nearby to support institutional sales
and
thus
facilitate
crosssubsidization of prices.
For existing pumps, there is no
alternative of renewal of service and
maintenance
contracts
with
vendors or fresh contracts to be
made with new vendors. Otherwise,
these pumps are located in such
remote
areas
that
proper
technicians are very hard to find in
case of breaking down of
machinery/equipment.
Also, most of these contracts have
to be funded from a central
authority [i.e., the local government
after handing over the assets] since
many of the pumps have been
running in subsidized model.
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Administrative
challenges

Selection of sites
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Tungipara site is highly politically influenced. All
the relevant stakeholders including UNO,
Upazila Chairman, Union Parishad Chairman as
well as local ruling party leaders and politically
influential businessmen were interested in
leasing the pump. This created a lot of barriers
while operating in that location i.e., initially it
was planned to go for micro-entrepreneurship
model but due to intervention from the local
administration, it was not successful. Then the
model was changed into public private
partnership (PPP) model since the UNO himself
intervened and appointed a caretaker for the
pump from his office. However, regular
operations of the pump is currently being halted
as the UNO informally has demanded an
inauguration ceremony involving presence of
VIP guests from the relevant ministries before
starting the regular operations.
Also, in other areas like Narikeltola, Rampal and
Shyamnagar, the relevant local administrations
were not very helpful in coordinating pumps’
activities showing the cause of shortage of
manpower and budget.
Initially sites for demonstration phase were
proposed based on the recommendation from
the consumer insights report. However, later it
was changed completely from SED team’s end
included the sites that were struggling to sustain
on its own. However, this strategy was not
aligned with the recommendations provided in
the report earlier and thus proved to be
unsuccessful as the clustered sites were nonprofitable, facing plenty of technical and
administrative challenges and therefore, local
entrepreneurs/NGOs were not interested to get
involved with the project.

However, in cases where the pumps
have been successfully running on
its own, the local water committee
or
the
concerned
microentrepreneur will be responsible for
entering into contracts with
vendors.
To align the local administration
with the objective of the projects, it
has now become mandatory to host
a series of centralized briefing and
direction sessions from top
management of the relevant
ministries and departments to
facilitate
awareness
and
coordination as well as cooperation
among the local administrative
personnel.
Also, avoiding highly politically
influenced locations can be another
way of addressing these challenges.

Selection of sites should be based on
findings and insights available from
previous report that suggests the
required type and number of sites to
be clustered and operated under
specific conditions to ensure
sustainability.
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3.2.3 Way Forward – Location of Scope Redefined
The project has already been extended once for a short period of time 3 months (July-September, 2016) but the
same challenges still persisted mostly due to the seasonality impact. Therefore, in consultation with GIZ’s SED
team, it was initially decided that the way forward is to cut down the number of pilot sites to 3 from 9 and give
complete focus on these 3 and try to make at least 2 success stories out of them. The short selected sites for the
additional extension period (till March 31st, 2017) are as follows:
Tech
PSF
Desalination
Desalination

Location
Narikeltola in Sonaitola, Mongla, Bagerhat
Tungipara, Gopalganj
Tetulia, Rampal, Bagerhat
Total

No. of Pump
1
1
1
3

It is to be noted that not only 6 sites were removed from the project scope in this extension period due to the
challenges faced during the initial demonstration phases, but also business models have been tweaked for all
the short listed sites based on the lessons learned in almost 9+ months.
Previously, Mongla sites were managed under MF model which has been converted into CBO model while MF
model in Tungipara has become Public-Private Partnership (PPP) model – thanks to the intervention by the UNO.
Also, we have opted for MF model this time for Tetulia since the NGO model wasn’t feasible. The reasons for
tweaking the business models are given below:
Alternate
Business Model
MF Model in
Tetulia, Rampal
(Desalination)

CBO Model in
Narikeltola,
Mongla (PSF)

Recommendation

Remarks

According to the findings from the
demonstration phase, it is recommended
that for pumps with very high investments
like desalination technology should be
operated under Micro-franchise model
since it involves regular maintenance
activities and requires additional care of the
expensive machinery and equipment used.
Since PSF technology works better in places
where the source of water is already is
relatively free of salinity, only basic filtration
mechanism is used in the pump making it
very cheap in terms of monthly
maintenance as well as convenient for the
local community to operate on their own.

However, it is to be noted that since
there’s a high cost involved in maintaining
the pump, the amount of sales
price/subscription fees will also be higher.

Usually, the filtered water quality from a
PSF pump is not as high as that of
desalination technology. However, quite
interestingly, the source pond water in
Narikeltola is very fresh and hence the
water quality of that pump is almost equal
to a desalination output. Nonetheless, this
is an exceptional case and PSF filtered
water is usually considered as nonsaleable due to relatively low quality
output.
Also, the elected members of the local
CBO committee are not always selfmotivated which may hamper the regular
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PPP
(Desalination)

This model is recommended if the plant is
located inside or near to Union or Upazila
Parishad Complex or where the local
government representatives are selfmotivated and willing to take proper care of
the pump as well as will encourage the
beneficiaries to pay monthly subscription
fees. Also, since the UNO has to be an
integral part of this model, it is to be made
sure that the office of the UNO is adjacent
for direct and close supervision for better
efficiency and transparency.

operational activities of the pump under
this model.
Since a number of political and
administrative high officials are involved
in the operation of this model, there might
be cases of bureaucracy which may lead to
interruption in the service.

3.2.4 Impact of Alternate Business Models
a.

Tetulia, Rampal, Bagerhat

Tetulia Before: Non-functional since the construction in 2013 (From starting of demonstration till September,
2016)









No water supply since the pump site remained non-operational after construction
Machinery and equipment (IPS, battery, UVR Rod, water filter) broke due to absence of operations
Lack of proper security measures to ensure safety and cleanliness of the pond, channel and the premise
Absence of local committee, caretaker
Water quality was not tested
Channel from the canal to the pond was not being maintained properly
The premise was used as a place for unsocial activities by the locals

Therefore, in the first phase, throughout 2016, the main idea was to capitalize the largest local NGO Uttaran’s
presence and strength to devise and operate under the proposed business model.
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After holding a series of
workshops and awareness
raising
events
and
maintenance and repair
works, people started to
consume water from the
pump but yet were reluctant
to pay the price.
However, following 3 major
reasons made the business
model vulnerable and slowed
down the sales progress
almost close to zero:




Monsoon season [the project started at the time when summer just ended and monsoon started]
Local beneficiaries’ mindset [similar projects from other development agencies offering water for free
making them reluctant to pay for collecting water]
Political influence [local govt. representatives used this pump as election manifesto and promised to
the villagers that they will make the water free for all if they get elected]

This led us to pivot towards a more private sector oriented approach:
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NGO Model

Cross-fertilization Model – Differentiated Price

Transfers Ownership of Assets,
Technology & Knowledge

Transfers Ownership of Assets,
Technology & Knowledge

GIZ/Local Govt.

GIZ/Govt.

Leases an NGO with a service
agreement to perform all necessary
operations including sales and
maintenance and split the revenues

Pay Lease
Rental/
Share Revenues

Hires a Pvt Entrepreneur with a
service agreement to perform all
necessary operations including sales
and maintenance and split the
revenues

Pay Lease
Rental/
Share Revenues

Pvt. Entrepreneur
Maintains Assets, Sells Water

NGO

Maintains Assets, Sells
Water

Collect Subscription
Fees

Beneficiaries

Collect Subscription
Fees

Consumers
Higher Price
in Urban/
Peri-urban
Areas

Subsidized/L
ower Price
in Rural
Areas

To make this model successful, LCP team spent quality time at the local hats and bazars to figure out what the
beneficiaries think about the pump and its operations:
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We found out that creating mass awareness will be the key. Therefore, LCP arranged several workshops and
events to raise awareness level:

Also, following steps were taken to ensure the success:










Committee formed
Areas of repairing and maintenance identified
Budget fixed
Discussion with villagers and local stakeholders arranged
Machinery and equipment repaired/installed
Water quality tested
Awareness raising sessions and campaigns run
Pond was dug deeper to increase water reserve capacity
Channel was dug properly to ensure regular and proper flow of water
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To implement business model, appointed previous technical consultant Mr. Pronoy Baroi to liaise with
the potential businessmen/entrepreneurs engaged in water businesses

Tetulia now (September, 2016 till now):
After taking all these steps Tetulia is now full of ample opportunities and potential to become one of the most
successful sites to demonstrate sustainable business model:

Quick Current Updates





For on-spot sales, price has been fixed for BDT 0.33/liter and BDT 5 for Kolshi (around 15 liters) and BDT
10 for 30 liter drums for home delivery.
For commercial deliveries to nearby markets, price has been fixed with a local entrepreneur at BDT 12
per Jar. A total of 100 Jars of water will be sold daily [each contains 20 liters of water].
For commercial delivery service, we have rented a pickup truck.
On-site sales started from 11th January. Initially the response was very slow. So, we did micing around
the villages to promote sales. It had powerful impact right away as we registered BDT 1,600 in the
following two days.
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Home service will be starting from end of this month hopefully [since the demand will rise at that point
of time to compensate the cost and make some surplus to sustain].
Total no. of registered subscriber of the pump: 100+ [currently availing on-spot sales: 90]
Maintenance activities: filters changed, IPS maintenance works done, socket changed.
200 water jars procured – they have been branded for public awareness.
Water quality test done from KUET and found satisfactory.

Sales Figures
Institutional Sales Figures:
Month
March, 2017
April, 2017
May, 2017*
Total

Sales Quantity (Liter)
13,600
16,320
15,210
45,130

Individual Beneficiary Sales Figures:
Sales Quantity
Month
(Liter)
January, 2017
6,619
February, 2017
31,540
March, 2017
39,850
April, 2017
38,240
May, 2017*
32,670
Total
148,919

Sales (in BDT)
10,021
12,025
11,207
33,253

Cash Sales (in BDT)

Credit Sales (in BDT)

Total Sales (in BDT)

865
10,410
13,150
12,618
10,780
47,823

160
-

1,025
10,410
13,150
12,618
10,780
47,983

160

*May month figures slightly dropped down due to decrease in demand as a result of rainwater harvesting during
the record breaking heavy rainfall in April.

b.

Narikeltola, Sonaitola, Mongla, Bagerhat

Narikeltola Before: 1st Generation PSF Pump (From starting of
demonstration till September, 2016)
No water supply since the pump was non-functional due to the following
reasons:








Pump motor was out of order [installed back in 2011, no servicing
done after that]
Pipeline was broken
Water filter not changed
Distribution points [water taps] were either broken or stolen
Local people were habituated with using water for free
Political influence [UP election manifesto]
Two ponds side by side which people use for drinking, washing,
cooking, cleaning purposes
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Initially, Mr. Akhtar Hossain from Ulubunia village was appointed as the Micro-franchisor on a clustered
approach [3 PSF pumps in 3 different places: Narikeltola, Ulubunia and Joykha]. However, this model didn’t work
for the following reasons:








Very remote place
Households are located in a very scattered manner making it difficult for other models like CBO and
NGO
Very poor socio-economic condition of the beneficiaries
Difficult to find a person with an attitude of doing businesses responsibly [lack of professionalism]
The person appointed is a fisherman by profession, hence spend most of the time in fishing and trading
them in regional markets
Political influence [UP election manifesto]
Poorly maintained [previous disputes with Joykha and ulubunia vendors, they haven’t repaired it after
installation, equipment and machinery were sub-standard]

Therefore, we opted for 1 single pump in Narikeltola under CBO model.

Series of FGDs took place in different places to rightly identify the issue behind unwillingness to pay for water
and motivate the newly formed water committee to act responsibly.
Outcome and Present Status (September, 2016 till date):






Pump motor repaired couple of times and when malfunctioned for third time, replaced
Pipeline leakage and other faults were fixed [now 7 out of 11 distribution points are up and running]
Electric wiring has been completely overhauled and brand new wires have been used
New working committee formed
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New daily/weekly water supply plan for different distribution points has been devised
Monthly subscription fee has been fixed at BDT 15-20
Approximately, 50 families committed to pay monthly fees

Challenges and Way Forward:
These are the challenges that are still prevailing in the site:
 Making the working committee actually work to implement the business model properly
 Habituating people to pay for water – since they can easily collect the water from the two ponds
 Technical challenges – frequent pump equipment and machinery break down since installed 5 years
back
 People are politically fragmented [groupism]
 Socio-economic challenges
The way forward for these above mentioned challenges can are twofold:
 Start with BDT15-20 per month per family and create a habit
 Appoint Mr. Pronoy Baroi to implement his business model expertise from Tetulia [already started
working on this pump, appointed a caretaker, opened a bank account and started collecting
subscription fees from the beneficiaries]
Sales Updates
Since February, 2017 till date, a total of 150+ families have been collecting water from the plant’s 6 dispensers.
They have been paying BDT 10-30 as monthly subscription fees since then. A total of BDT 10,200 has been
collected since then. Detail list of subscribers along with their subscription status is available on site with the
water committee’s Ex-chairman Mr. Nazrul Mollik and the current chairman Mr. Harun (Member of Union
Parishad).
c.

Tungipara, Gopalganj

In Tungipara, we have installed 3 water ATMs and successfully run test phase operations. All the equipment and
machinery are working perfectly and mass people have showed huge interest in collecting the water using the
technology:

However, we have not started the formal operational procedure since the UNO wants a formal inauguration
ceremony as this is a highly politically influenced and important place. Once the inauguration ceremony is held,
the water supply will begin immediately after.
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3.3 Establishing a Mechanism to Ensure Right Price
a.

Tetulia Desalination Pump Site, Rampal, Bagerhat
-

In Tetulia, a cross-subsidization pricing strategy has been adopted to make the pump sustainable. Home
delivery and son-spot sales prices for local underprivileged beneficiaries have been fixed at BDT 0.33
per liter [3 liter at BDT 1] while commercial delivery to institutional clients like shops in bazars and
factories in Mongla EPZ sales prices has been fixed at BDT 14 per Jar (BDT 0.75 per liter, 19 liters in each
Jar). This competitive rate for commercial delivery has been fixed in accordance with Market
Penetration strategy – once there’s a recurring base of large scale clients, prices will be reviewed
accordingly.

b. Tungipara Desalination Pump Site, Gopalganj
-

c.

Since Tungipara is a peri-urban area where people have higher purchasing power, per liter price has
been fixed at BDT 2. This has been decided in suggestion and consultation with local government
authorities including the UNO and the Upazila Chairman to ensure sustainability.

Narikeltola PSF Pump Site, Sonaitola, Mongla
-

In Narikeltola, the guchhogram dwellers have a very low household income on an average since their
choice of profession is very limited and the village is located in a very remote place. Therefore, instead
of fixing the price on per liter basis, it made sense to fix a lump sum range of monthly subscription fees.
The range varies from BDT 10 to 30 depending on the beneficiary household’s ability to pay regularly.

-

However, sustainability of this pump is conditional on one thing: to merge operations of Narikeltola
with Tetulia plants. Since Narikeltola and Tetulia pumps are very close, it makes sense for the
entrepreneur operating in Tetulia under micro-franchise model to engage in Narikeltola as well and
follow a subsidized model. Since Narikeltola site’s filtered water quality is exceptionally as good as
Tetulia’s, he can source water from that site as well and sell to another potential institutional customer
group – the sailors in the Mongla Port Areas who would buy in large scale volumes.

3.4 Innovative Ways of System Optimization
a.

Tetulia Desalination Pump Site, Rampal, Bagerhat
-

In Tetulia, additional machinery and equipment for jar cleaning purpose so that
the institutional clients can get dirt, germs and smell free high quality of water.
This has made the clients more satisfied with the service and water quality.

-

Also, for commercial deliveries, a pickup truck has been rented to optimize
both time and resources. This truck transports water jars to local markets and
factories located in EPZ.
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b. Tungipara Desalination Pump Site, Gopalganj
-

c.

To minimize wastage of water while
dispensing and keep track of water dispensed
and get instant sales report, three units of
solar powered water ATMs have been
installed in Tungipara. Registered users of the
pump will be given user cards using which
they can collect water whenever they want. Each time a user punches a card, the ATM will dispense 10
liters of water and debit BDT 5 from his/her balance.

Narikeltola PSF Pump Site, Sonaitola, Mongla
-

In Narikeltola, since the filtered water is distributed using a long underground pipeline that has total 11
numbers of dispensers, and the water is flown with the help of gravitational pull, therefore, the water
flow gets very weak when it reaches to the last dispenser on a row.

-

Therefore, a map of the distribution network was drawn with the help of the local water committee
members and according to that, a route plan for water supply was chalked out. Now, the caretaker
follows a day-wise plan for water supply. For example, dispenser no. 1,4,5 get water at the same time
on Saturday and dispenser no. 2,3 receive water on Sunday while dispenser 7 get water on Monday.
Gate valves have been mounted throughout the pipeline to control ensure smooth operation of this
supply schedule. This has ensured adequate supply of water to every point of dispense.

3.5 Creating Scopes to Subsidize the Drinking Water Service for Poor Families
3.5.1 Some Key Considerations
In Tungipara, both the UNO and the Upazila Chairman have discussed and then fixed the price and they have
this understanding that anything above this rate might create some havoc among the beneficiaries. And, during
the pre-testing phase of the plant’s operation, it was amazing to see how the local people lined for collecting
water from the plant – which assures the plant’s demand. Seeing this, both UNO and Upazila Chairman have
agreed to appoint and maintain a caretaker from the existing HR pool of the Upazila Complex office. This will
partly contribute towards ensuring monthly salary of the caretaker and the rest of the amount collected as the
subscription fees will be reserved in the fund for future maintenance activities. This will ensure sustainability of
the plant in the long run.
Tetulia is the perfect example of cross-subsidization of water services – institutional buyers are procuring at a
higher rate while pro-poor community people are availing water at the price of a candy! Also, the next game
plan is to merge Narikeltola’s operation with Tutuila’s so that the micro-franchiser can cater to the customer
groups prevailing in the other side of the river – mainly sailors who take large volume of water when they go
deep sea fishing. This will help Narikeltola pump to become sustainable otherwise which was not possible due
to prevailing financial condition of the beneficiaries. Also, in Tetulia, water is being supplied in three different
modes: on-spot (people come to the plant and collect water in Kolsi/Jars), home delivery (mechanized three
wheeler van goes to registered houses and supply – proposed, to be started soon enough) and
commercial/institutional deliveries (pickup transportation of water jars to local markets/factories in EPZ areas).
This has helped the plant gain popularity among its beneficiaries in this short period of time.
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3.5.2 Key Facts and Figures
Below are some key facts and figures for the last 6 months: (please note that throughout these 6 months, broad
level figures remained consistent)
Particulars
Level of Acceptance

Number of Customers
Registered

Number of Customers
Paying

Number of Customers
taking the Service but
not Paying
Number of Customers
who Stopped taking
the Service

Figure
- Tetulia: more than 80% of the beneficiaries are
willing to pay for the service
- Narikeltola: not more than 30% of the villagers are
willing to pay
- Tungipara: since the operation is halted, no response
could be collected
- Tetulia: 106 households
- Narikeltola: 153 households
- Tungipara: since the operation is halted, no response
could be collected
- Tetulia: 90 households
- Narikeltola: 50+ households
- Tungipara: since the operation is halted, no response
could be collected
- Tetulia: 15+ households
- Narikeltola: 100+ households
- Tungipara: since the operation is halted, no response
could be collected
Some of the households stopped collecting water from
the sites due to rain water harvesting thanks to heavy
downfall during the months of April and May. However,
when asked, they said they would restart collecting
from the pumps once the reserve is depleted

Remarks
Source: mini
questionnaire survey on
random beneficiaries
who came to collect
water on a random day;
n = ~ 50
Source: Field inspection

Source: Field inspection

Source: Field inspection

Source: Field inspection

However, it is to be noted with careful consideration that extended demonstration phase (especially last 4
months) consists of peak demand time and hence, has seasonal impact on the sales and other performance
indicators. Once the monsoon starts, it is expected from previous experience that figures will fall sharply and w
ill pick up again in the advent of next dry season.
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4 Success Stories
After a deep dive and concentrated effort for the last 4 months in all the three shortlisted areas, there are a few
success stories to share:

Pronoy Baroi – a Man with a Mission
Mr Pronoy Baroi comes from Mongla district. He is very well connected not only with the local political
network but also he has his own group of businesses across the entire Khulna division.
Among his notable ventures is the manufacturing business of eco-friendly stoves – the largest facility in the
entire Southern region of Bangladesh. He has offices in Khulna, Satkhira, Bagerhat, Mongla, Barisal and Bhola.
He is currently planning to expand in northern region as well.
His another side business has been rather a professional one – he is the local contractual technical expert of
GIZ for the last 3+ years. He played the key role in establishing 120+ solar powered water pumps across this
region as he has acquaintances in the field of construction businesses as well as technical support area.
Therefore, he knows the ins and outs of this project very well.
Interestingly, he started his own NGO focusing on local problems like fresh water supply a couple of years
back. After his contract with GIZ ended, he was looking for an opportunity to work with GIZ again. Then came
LightCastle with the offer to start the Micro-franchise in Tetulia, Rampal and he didn’t waste any time
accepting it as he knew the potential of the water business in this vicinity.
He was selected on the ground that he has active networks that can attract entrepreneurs engaged in water
supply business and has good links with the local political and public figures. And he didn’t disappoint
LightCastle as he formed a partnership with another veteran businessman, Mr. Abdus Sobhan, to start
distributing water to the neighborhoods of Rampal.
Since then they didn’t have to look back and now they have even bigger plans including going for bottled
water for the workers in the Mongla EPZ and other adjacent factories. If carefully planned, this might open
up another window of opportunity not only for them but also for this business model as a sustainable and
scaleable one.

The Story of a Born Entrepreneur – Mr. Alhaj Abdus Sobhan, Rampal, Bagerhat
Mr. Sobhan was hailed in an ordinary family in the vicinity of Rampal, Bagerhat. After his higher secondary
education, he left the country and went to middle east to change his luck. There he first worked as a blue
collar employee but eventually ended up doing construction businesses. After spending a considerable
amount of time, he returned to his motherland in the hope to do something here with the savings.
But, after returning he found that crisis of fresh drinking water has become a very common and huge problem
in the region. People have been suffering from many water borne diseases – his family was also not beyond
the risk as well. Then and there he decided to start a business of fresh water supply and distribution of his
own. He started collecting fresh water from urban Khulna areas and selling it to the people living in Bagerhat
district. He continued this business for the last 3 years and has been very successful since he has a visionary
skill and can identify market gaps as well as act accordingly.
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This visionary skill has led him to the solar powered water pump funded by GIZ in Tetulia, Rampal. Upon
realizing the fact that there is a huge demand not only among the neighboring households but also the
institutional buyers in the nearby markets and factories, he approached Mr. Pronoy Baroi – the Microfranchiser appointed at this pump and asked for dealership to distribute water.
With his previous track record and goodwill, Mr. pronoy Baroi didn’t have to think much – they formed a
partnership and started distributing fresh drinking water to the hotels/restaurants and other institutional
buyers in the adjacent market. He has his own manpower along with transportation fleet to cater to these
markets.
His far-sightedness has brought him here and now he has bigger plans. He is eyeing the corporate office places
located in Mongla Sadar upazila as his next customer segment. All the private commercial banks are there
and they also have huge demand for fresh water. Also, the nearby EPZ has a mammoth demand of roughly
4,000 liter a month. He plans to catch this untapped market using this desalination pump.

The Story of a Relieved Mother – Mrs. Jarina Begum, Narikeltola, Mongla
Mrs. Jarina Begum used to be a worried mother of three children – as they often fell sick drinking saline water
from the tubewell in her courtyard. She has heard about GIZ solar powered water pumps that supply fresh
drinking water but never really collected from it since the water distribution pipeline was out of order for the
last 2 years.
Then one fine day in the month of November, 2016 she got to know from her neighbours that the pipeline
has been restored and the supply would begin shortly. But for that she would be required to register her
family first as a beneficiary household and would have to pay a monthly subscription amount of BDT 20.
As soon as she heard it, she took the decision to enroll her family and hence convinced her husband regarding
the decision. She made him understand the fact that even if it would cost them additional amount of money
out of the tiny savings they would have, it would be quite wise since the children would not have to drink
unsafe water anymore.
Now, she collects water regularly from the water distribution point a couple of houses away from hers –
sometimes 2/3 times a day. Now she is a happy and relieved mother who doesn’t have to worry about her
children’s health anymore thanks to this initiative by LightCastle to repair the pipeline and continue servicing
by re-forming the local water committee and encouraging people to maintain the pump assets as their own.
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5 Annexure
This chapter contains different types of document templates that were used during the demonstration phase.

5.1 Standard Operating Procedures (SoP)
Village:
Sub-district:
Name of the Caretaker:
Technology Used:
Emergency Contact
Number:

PSF

GW

Site Details
Union:
District:
Caretaker’s Contact
Number:
Des
Business Model Applied:
Local Vendor’s (if any)
contact number:

MF

NGO

CBO

Daily Asset Management Activities
Checking Frequency
Assets

Keep the following assets under
Lock and Key Management:
1. Solar Panel
2. Office/Site room
3. Locker (if any)
4. ATM (if any)
5. Computer/Server/other
hardware and equipment
6. Batteries (if any)
7. Inventories (if any)
8. Important legal and
operational documents
9. Office Furniture (if any)

(perform this check
every day before
starting & after
closing the day’s
operations)
Daily

Follow up activities based on
the status, if required
(Follow below listed activities
only when the assets are not
found under Lock & Key
management/intact/functional)
1.
2.
3.

Remarks

Call the listed vendor for
servicing
Inform the Management
Committee
Inform the emergency
contact person

Daily Pre-opening Checklist for Caretaker
Frequency

Activities

Upon arriving at the pump site/working space, first
thing the caretaker should do is to check the
following things:
1. Functionality of Solar Panel
2. Functionality of the Water ATMs (if any)
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(perform this
check every
day before
starting the
day’s
operations)
Daily

Follow up activities
based on the status of
the assets, if required
(Follow below listed
activities only when the
assets are not
functional and/or,
water quality is not up
to the mark)
1. Call the listed
vendor for
servicing
2. Inform the
Management
Committee

Remarks
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3.

Functionality of Computer, Server and other
hardware (if any)
4. Functionality of water pump
5. Functionality of other hardware and
equipment
6. Battery:
i.
Distilled Water
ii.
Plugs and other electrical connections,
wires and cables
7. Physical count of the inventories (if any) i.e.,
water pots/gallons, smart cards
8. Prepare a daily route plan for the followings:
i.
Inspection of water dispensers
ii.
Inspection of water pipelines
iii.
Customer Services
iv.
Regular minor maintenance activities

3.

Inform the
emergency contact
person

Daily pump and pipeline operational activities
Activities
a.

b.

Following are the activities required to perform to
operate the pump:
1. Switching on/off the pump to fill the overhead
tank:
i.
Fix a time to switch on the pump
ii.
Clock the time required to fill the
overhead tank every time and measure it
against the standard time required
iii.
Test the water quality and take necessary
steps if required
iv.
Fix a time to re-start the pump to re-fill
the overhead tanks (if required)
Following are the activities required to perform to
operate the pipeline:
1. Fix a time for daily opening and closing of the
pipeline
2. Maintain customer queue at the pump site (for
Water ATMs, if required)
3. Customer services:
i.
For water ATM (if required)
ii.
For on-site water collection [from the
pump site (if required)]
iii.
Issues related with smart cards

Frequency
Daily

Follow up activities, if
required
Call the listed vendor
for servicing the tank,
pump or pipeline and
if required inform the
Management
Committee and the
emergency contact
person

Remarks
Fixing
pump
starting
times
would
depend on
the local
practice for
collecting
water

Daily Inspection Activities
Activities
Following are the activities required to perform the daily
inspections:
1. Visit pump sites as well as dispensers as per the
daily route plan:
i.
To check if any dispenser is out of order in
that route and take necessary steps (if
required)
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Frequency
Daily

Follow up
activities, if
required
1. Call the listed
vendor for
servicing the
tank, pump or
pipeline and if
required
inform the
Management

Remarks
1.

Fixing
pump
starting
times
would
depend
on the
local
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ii.

iii.

To check the water quality from each of
the dispenser in that route and if found
unsatisfactory, find out the reason
To check the pipeline for any faults and if
any kind of faults is found then take
necessary steps

Committee
and the
emergency
contact
person

practice
for
collecting
water

Daily Administrative Activities
Activities
Following are the daily admin and miscellaneous
supporting activities:
1. Daily record keeping (applicable only for
Desalination pumps with water ATM technology)
2. Customer Service (both onsite and offsite)
3. New customer registration (if any)
4. Marketing activities for potential
users/consumers
5. Maintain database of consumers/users, vendors
and other important stakeholders
6. Daily report of sales via sms (ATM wise, for
Desalination pumps only)

Frequency
Daily

Follow up activities,
if required
Inform the
Management
Committee and the
emergency contact
person, if required

Remarks

Periodic Administrative Activities
Activities
1.
2.

Regular monthly maintenance activities
Collection of subscription fees from the
consumers/users and issue money receipts
3. Cash deposit into bank account (if any)
4. Salary disbursement
5. Monthly Report:
i.
Detailed monthly report of Subscriptions
collected and
ii.
Expenses incurred
6. Legal activities (if required)
7. Marketing activities for potential users/consumers
8. Maintain database of consumers/users, vendors and
other important stakeholders
9. Daily report of sales via sms (ATM wise, for
Desalination pumps only)
10. Major
overhauling/maintenance/replacement
activities

Frequency
Monthly

Follow up
activities, if
required
Inform the
Management
Committee and the
emergency contact
person, if required

Remarks

Emergency Responsibilities
Responsibilities
Dealing with Emergency Situations:
1. Resolving disputes
2. Call on emergency management committee
meetings
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Frequency
N/A

Follow up activities, if
required
Inform the
Management
Committee and the
emergency contact
person

Remarks
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5.2 Call Report/Interview Templates

Village:

Call Report
Site Details
Name of Prospective
Micro-franchiser
Mobile number:
Local Vendor’s (if any)
contact number:

Ghimadanga Fazil
Madrassa
Tungipara

Sub-district:
Emergency Contact
Number:

Md. Mokhtar
017108-10604

Key Findings from the Meeting:
 He collected water from the treatment plant in front of the Fazil madrassa setup by the Islamic Development
Bank (IDB). However, the plan broke down last December. Currently, he’s collecting water from water
purifiers in Tungipara sadar.
 He has 300 jars and 100 dispensers for onward distribution.
 He distributes 500-600 liters of water per month to 250+ families.
 He also sells to small village stores in bulk (5-10 jars at a time)
 He has 3 human resources (sons) for distribution activities.
Key Insights:
 He’s willing to manage and distribute water from the GIZ dispenser
 He’s willing to invest in business through self-financing or loan from friends and family.
 He has experience of running a business in Dhaka (ran a small store, but decided to come back to his village)
 He runs the risk of
Selection
Criteria
Location
Experience
Human
Resource
Official
Setup
Moral
Ethics
Proof of
Business
Financial
Strength
Mode of
Transport

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

❼
❼
❽
❹
❺
❼
❻
❼

Average Score: 6.3
Action Points



Discuss further and conduct due diligence
Connect him with UNO and government representatives.
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5.3 Plant Handover Contract Template (in Bangla)

সসৌরবিদ্যুৎ চাবিত খািার পাবি সরিরাহ প্রকল্প হস্তান্তরপত্র
প্রকল্প হস্তান্তররর তাবরখ
প্রকরল্পর ধরণ
প্রকল্প হস্তান্তরকারী
প্রকল্প গ্রহণকারী
প্রকরল্পর িাম
প্রযু বি
প্রকরল্পর অিস্থাি

তিন (০৩) মাসব্যাপী পাইলট প্রকল্প
িাইট কুারসি পাটটিাসট বিিঃ
জিাি আসিাম সেখ
টুবিপাড়া উপরজিা পবরষদ খািার পাবির প্ল্ুান্ট
বিসুািাইরিেি
টুবিপাড়া উপরজিা পবরষদ, টুবিপাড়া, সগাপািগন্জ।

প্রকল্প হস্তান্তররর উরেেুিঃ
বজ আই সজি কততটক স্থাবপত সসৌরবিদ্যুৎ চাবিত খািার পাবি সরিরাহ প্রকল্পটি স্থািীয় প্রবতবিত িুিসায়ী আসিাম সেরখর কারে ০৩ (বতি
মারসর জিু) ইজারা প্রদাি করা হরে। এই হস্তান্তর প্রবিয়ার মাধুরম প্রকরল্পর পবরচািিা এব্ং তও্বািধারির দাবয়ত্ব আসিাম সেরখর উপরর
আসরি। সসািার বসরেম স্ংিান্ত সযরকারিা সমসুায় সসৌরবিদ্যুৎ সরিরাহকারী প্রবতিাি পাাঁচ িের পযটন্ত বিিয়ত্তর সসিা প্রদাি কররি। এই
ও্য়াররন্টী বপবরয়রির সেতরর সসািার পুারিি অথিা পারের সযরকারিা সমসুায় সরিরাহকারী প্রবতিাি প্রবতবিবধ’র সরি সযাগারযাগ করর
প্রকল্প সমরামরতর িুািস্থা কররত হরি।
উরেক্ষ্ু সয, প্রকল্প হস্তান্তর পরিতী সমরয় অথা্ং (ইজারা অিস্থায়) প্রকল্প স্ংিান্ত সকাি আয় এি্ং সকাি িুয় এর দাবয়ত্ব বজ আই সজদ িহি
কররিিা। ইজারা গ্রহিকারী প্রকরল্পর সকাি প্রকার ক্ষ্বত করা অথিা প্ল্ুারন্টর স্থাির/অস্থাির সকাি অ্ংে/সেবও্
অিু কাররা কারে তব্ক্রয় কররত পাররিিা।
হস্তান্তবরত প্রকরল্পর বিিরিিঃ
উপকরণ

বিিরি/ধারি ক্ষ্মতা

স্ংখুা

ও্োররহি টুাঙ্ক

২০,০০০ বিটার

০১ টি

সসািার পুারিি
সলা বমটার, টুাঙ্ক ও্য়াটার সিরেি সসন্সর, সলাট সু ইচ
ও্য়াটার পাে, সমাটর এি্ং কররািার
সসইফটি বিোইস
বিবিবিউেি পাইপিাইি
ও্য়াটার বিসরপিসার
ওয়াটার এটিএম

০১ টি

মািামাি এি্ং প্রকল্প িু রে সিও্য়ার পর প্রকল্প িুিস্থাপিা কবমটির কাজিঃ
১। প্রকরল্পর আও্তায় একজি সকয়াররটকার বিরয়াগ প্রদাি এি্ং সকয়াররটকাররর কাজ তদারবক করা।
২। প্ল্ুারন্টর বিরাপও্া বিবিত করা।
৩। কি খু রি সররখ পাবি অপচয় িা করা এি্ং তা বিবিত করা।
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৪। সকাি সদরসুর অযথা অবতবরি পাবি স্ংগ্রহ প্রবতহত করা।
৪। প্রকরল্পর আয় (পাবি বিবি’র টাকা) জমা রাখার জিু আসিাম সেখ অথিা তার িুিসায় প্রবতিারির িারম একটি িতুি িুা্ংক অুাকাউন্ট
সখািা এি্ং পবরচািিা করা।
৫। বিয়বমত িাইটকুারসরির কারে বিবদষ্ট ফরমুাট অিুযায়ী মারস ২ িার আপরিট প্রদাি কররত হরি।
৬। এই প্রকরল্পর জিু সখািা অুাকাউরন্ট জমাকতত অথট সথরক বিম্নবিবখত িুয় সঙ্কুিাি করািঃ
ক। সচক এর মাধুরম সকয়াররটকাররর সিতি প্রদাি।
খ। প্ররয়াজি অিু সারর প্রকল্প সমরামরতর িুয় সঙ্কুিাি করা অথটাৎ সকাি কি সেরি সগরি পু িিঃ স্থাপি করা, বফটবকরী সকিা,
প্ল্ুান্ট পবরষ্কার করারিা ইতুাবদ।
গ। যািতীয় বহসাি স্ংরক্ষ্ি, মাবসক মীটি্ং এ িুিহৃত কাগজপত্র ও্ আিুষবিক খাতা, কিম, কাগজ ইতুাবদ।
ঘ। মাবসক মীটি্ং এর চা বিস্কুট এর খরচ ইতুাবদ।
সকয়াররটকাররর কাজিঃ
১। দদিবিি পাবি িুিস্থাপিািঃ
ক। প্রবতবদি বিবদট ষ্ট সমরয় সগইট-োল্ে খু রি পাবি সরিরাহ করা এি্ং বিবদট ষ্ট সময় পরর তা পু িরায় িন্ধ করা।
খ। সিার জিু সু ষম পাবিিণ্টি বিবিত করা, প্ররয়াজিমত পাবির কি বিয়ত্রণ ণ করা
২। প্রকরল্পর আও্তােুি সু বিধারোগী পবরিাররর কাে সথরক পাবির বিি িািদ মাবসক অথট আদায় করা
৩। আদায়কতত পাবির বিি (টাকা আদারয়র রবেদ সহ) প্রকরল্পর কুাবেয়াররর কারে জমা সদয়া।
৪। পাবি বিতরি িা স্ংগ্ররহ সকাি সমসুা থাকরি তা সমাধারির জিু তাৎক্ষ্বণক িুািস্থা সিয়া।
৫। সমরামত কাজ তত্ত্বািধাি করািঃ
ক। বফটকারীর পবরমাি সখয়াি রাখা এি্ং বিয়বমত পাবি পবররোধি প্ল্ুারন্ট প্রিাহ ঠিক আরে বক িা তা সদখা
খ। প্ররয়াজি অিু সারর পাবির সটপ, োিা পাইপ, মাটি েরাট ইতুাবদ কাজ করা
গ। প্রকরল্পর অুাকাউন্ট সথরক সমরামত িুায় সঙ্কুিাি করা।
ঘ। প্রবত বতি মারস একিার P.S.F পবরস্কার করা; প্রবত মারস একিার মাইরিা-রিট পবরস্কার করা।
ঞ। সসািার পুারিি পবরষ্কার রাখা, সযি তার উপরর ধূ িার আস্তরি পরড় সূ রযটর রবি সথরক প্ররয়াজিীয় বিদ্যুৎ আহরি িাধাগ্রস্থ
িা হয়।
৬। মারস একিার বমটার বরবি্ং সিয়া।
স্বাক্ষরঃ
প্রকল্প হস্তান্তরকারী

প্রকল্প গ্রহিকারী

(িাইটকুারসি পাটটিাসট বিবমরটরির পরক্ষ্)

(গ্রহণকারীর পক্ষক্ষ)

১।

১।

২।

২।
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5.4 Periodic Monitoring and Evaluation Template (in Bangla)

জিআইজিড স োলোর পোওয়োরড ওয়োটোর পোম্প
বিপাবক্ষ্ক প্রবতরিদি
এক নজরে পাম্প সাইরেে যাবতীয় তথ্য
গ্রামঃ

নারেরকলতলা গুচ্ছ গ্রাম

ইউরনয়নঃ

চাাঁদপাই

উপরজলাঃ

মংলা

জজলাঃ

বারেেহাে

জকয়ােরেকারেে
নামঃ
বযবহৃত প্রযুরতঃ
বযবসায়ীে নামঃ

জমাবাইল নাম্বােঃ
রপএসএফ

গ্রাউন্ড
ওয়াোে

জনাব আখতাে জহারসন

রডস্যালাইরনশন

রবজরনস মরডলঃ

এমএফ

এনরজও

রসরবও

জমাবাইল নাম্বােঃ

জসবা গ্রহণকােীে/ বযবহােকােীে সংখযাঃ

সেয়োরজটেোজরর লক্ষ্যণীয়
জিষয় মূ হ
১। দদিবিি বিধটাবরত সমরয় পাবি
উরত্তািি
২। দদিবিি বিধটাবরত সমরয় পাবি
োড়া
৩। দদিবিি বিধটাবরত সমরয় পাবি
িন্ধ করা
৪। পাবির গুণগত মাি পরীক্ষ্ণ
৫। টুা্ংক পবরষ্কারকরণ
৬। বফল্টার পবরষ্কারকরণ
৭। পাইপিাইি পবরস্কারকরণ
৮। অিুািু সরঞ্জামাবদ ও্ উপকরণ
পবরস্কারকরণ
৯। পাে সমরামত
১০। পাইপিাইি সমরামত
১১। বিসরপন্সার সমরামত
১২। সসািার পুারিি সমরামত
১৩। িুাটাবর পরীক্ষ্ণ
১৪। িুাটাবরর পাবি পবরিতট ি
১৫। দিদ্যুবতক কারিকেি পরীক্ষ্ণ
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১৬। দিদ্যুবতক কারিকেি
পবরিতট ি
১৭। কবেউটার ও্ অিুািু যত্রণ াবদ
পরীক্ষ্ণ
১৮। কবেউটার ও্ অিুািু যত্রণ াবদ
সমরামত
১৯। ও্য়াটার এটিএম পরীক্ষ্ণ
২০। ও্য়াটার এটিএম সমরামত
২১। ও্য়াটার এটিএম এর
প্রবতবদরির বিিরয়র এসএমএস
২২। মাঠ পযটারয় দদিবিি
পবরদেটি
২৩। পাবির মাবসক চাাঁদা স্ংগ্রহ
২৪। সরচতিতা িত বিকরল্প বমটি্ং
২৫। সরচতিতা িত বিকরল্প মারকট টি্ং
২৬। িতুি সু বিধাগ্রহণকারী বিিন্ধি
২৭। বমটার বরবি্ং গ্রহণ
২৮। বিদ্যুরতর মাবসক বিি প্রদাি
২৯। বিররাধ সমাধাি
৩০। অবেরযাগ সমাধাি



সু বিধাগ্রহণকারীর স্ংখুািঃ



চািু বিসরপন্সাররর/টুারপর স্ংখুািঃ
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5.5 Dispenser Based Record Book Template (in Bangla)
জিআইজিড স োলোর পোওয়োরড ওয়োটোর পোম্প
জড জপন্সোর জিজিে জহ োজির িই
মাচট – সম, ২০১৬ ই্ং
এে নিজর পোম্প োইজটর যোিতীয় তথ্য
গ্রোমঃ

িাবররকিতিা গুে গ্রাম

ইউজনয়নঃ

চাাঁদপাই

উপজিলোঃ

ম্ংিা

সিলোঃ

িারগরহাট

সেয়োরজটেোজরর নোমঃ
িযিহৃত িযু জতঃ
িযি োয়ীর নোমঃ

বপএসএফ

জিাি আখতার সহারসি

জড জপন্সোর/ টযোপ
নোম্বোরঃ

িবমক
ি্ং
১
২
৩
৪
৫
৬
৭
৮
৯
১০
১১
১২
১৩

গ্রাউন্ড
ও্য়াটার

বিসুািাইরিেি

সমোিোইল
নোম্বোরঃ
জিিজন
মজডলঃ

এমএফ

এিবজও্

বসবিও্

সমোিোইল নোম্বোরঃ

স িো গ্রহণেোরীর/ িযিহোরেোরীর ংখযোঃ

িাম

বপতার িাম

ও্য়ািট/
সহাবড্ং ি্ং

মাবসক চাাঁদার পবরমাণ
মাচট
এবপ্রি সম

মন্তিু

স্বোক্ষ্রঃ

______________________________
সেয়োরজটেোর
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5.6 Micro-franchiser’s Bank Statement for Tetulia and Narikeltola

Please note that these are surplus cash in bank – there were more revenues which have been utilized in
purchasing water jars, jar cleaning machine and other regular maintenance activities.
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Contact us at:
LightCastle Partners Limited
Suit B1, House 19, Road 13, Block G
Niketon Society, Gulshan 1
Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh
Email: bijon.islam@lightcastlebd.com, saifur.rahman@lightcastlebd.com
Phone: +880 1711 385988 | +880 1712 194944
Google Map: http://www.lightcastlebd.com/contact
Read our Blog at: http://www.lightcastlebd.com/blog/
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